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As we go into year nine looking forward to
better times I would ask you to remember
Richard Edmonds who sadly passed away
just before Christmas. I attended many BNP
advisory councils with Richard and spent
time talking with him about his lifetime of
experience in nationalism. He was one of
the few more than happy to work closely
with NBU and could see the bigger picture. I
will miss him as a friend and comrade to our
cause.
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MASS FRAUDULENT
POLITICAL ACTIVITY
Western governments have been secretly
people to defend themselves from the
destroying the Western European countries government, that way you will be able to
for generations. Eighty years ago Britain was create a police state. See how through the
one of the most successful nations on earth. coronavirus campaign, parliament clearly
We had leading manufacturing industry in
has been able to create something like a
every field and we exported every kind of
police state threatening the public.
item around the world. From the early
Politicians are not the ones who should be
1950’s Parliament began destroying our
advising us over the coronavirus.
large corporations, beginning with our very 5 Welfare, take control of food, housing and
successful aircraft industry. This treacherous income as this will make them dependent
act was carried out by Winston Churchill
on government.
and his son-in-law Duncan Sandys for the 6, Education – take control of what people
benefit of America. Within fifteen years the read, listen and think and take charge of
rest of our successful companies were
what children are taught at school. The
handed to China. As a result China has
recent insistence that young children must
become very wealthy, while the UK,
learn about homosexuality and perversion is
Western Europe and America are seriously in
part of the leading astray nonsense.
debt.
7 Religion-Remove the belief in God from
Sixty two years ago Kruschev gave us a
government and schools! Because the
warning message. It has conveniently been
people need to believe ONLY the
forgotten by our evil politicians. He said
government knows what is best for you.
“Your young children will live under
8 Class welfare – divide the people into the
communism. You Americans (and Western wealthy and the poor. Eliminate the middle
Europeans) are so gullible. No you won’t class. This will create more discontent and
accept communism outright, but we will
it will be easier to tax the wealthy with
keep feeding you small doses of socialism
support of the poor.
until you will finally wake up and find you
are already adhering to socialism. We will
See how all this has come true through
not have to fight you we will so weaken
betrayal by parliament, TV companies,
your economy, until you fall like overripe
education, films and by Big Brother, who
fruit into our hands. The democracy will
continually watches over us. Labour,
cease to exist when you take away from
Liberal, Conservative and Communists
those that are willing to work and give to pretend they have different agendas. But
those who would not. You create a sly
secretly they all follow the same moves
communist state through eight levels.
towards “world government”, through the
1 Control healthcare and you control the destruction of nation states. We see in the
people.
West how they have been continually filling
2 Increase the poverty level as high as
our countries will Blacks and Asians to get
possible. Poor people are easier to control
us outnumbered. So when the White
and will not fight back if you are providing
Europeans finally wake up they will be
everything for them.
outnumbered and outvoted by non-whites,
3 Increase the debt to an uncontrollable
who will continue to vote for the traitors
level. That way you will be able to increase
who encouraged them to come here.
taxes and this will create more poverty. Oxford University and the London School of
4 Gun control – Remove the ability for the
Economics set a communist agenda for
schools, colleges and universities. They do

so because most people who take up top
will say that the effective result was the
jobs in parliament, the mass-media,
discovery of National Socialism, the true
journalism, broadcasting etc carry on
understanding of what events actually
pushing the communist line. This is why
transpired in the 20th century and the
those we constantly hear are so obviously subsequent fallout from those events which
out of touch with the ordinary people, who
the final accounting of is finally fast
are continually prevented from having a
approaching us now.
voice. The difference between the views of
those who rule over us and the majority of
After having my entire world view
ordinary silenced, people has now become readjusted, I set about living as best I could
so glaringly obvious.
a more structured disciplined life. Revising
my knowledge and understanding of the
right and all of its permutations and
applying where I could, those principles in
my life. Actually having solid, natural
principles in my life for the first time was a
revelation unto itself in the sheer force of
will and energy that it alone can give, was
staggering.
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WEST OF ENGLAND

I am now 35 about to turn 36 and I have
never been more happy, solid, grounded and
full of the purpose of life than I am now. I
Although born in England I spent the first know that there are some difficult times
four years of my life in a town called
ahead but I actually think that they will
L'Estartit on the north east coast of
mostly turn out to be small creatures that
Catalunya. From the age of five to the day I cast large shadows in the firelight of our
left school I had moved to several locations caves. Just as our ancestors grew out of this
in different counties all over England and fear through understanding, so to shall we.
even Wales where I would eventually sit my
GCSE examinations.
We have strength, we have courage, we
have steadfast hearts and we have a vision
I left school to join the army, however I of a future that falls in alignment with the
only completed a year before pulling out at natural order and as such it is lent all of the
age 17. The rest of my life until the age of power that nature has to offer for those
28 was spent on a wanderers journey. I was
who dare to endeavour.
a seeker and I have traversed almost every
religion, liberal new age movement,
In Mein Kampf, A.H. Stated his belief that
mystical teachings and back around again. no man should think of entering into the
world of politics until at least the age of 30.
I have always had an insatiable appetite Having looked back at my life, the mistakes,
for knowledge and it has only grown over
the successes, the mountains and the
time. However the wisdom to apply the
valleys, I can confidently say that he was
knowledge I so steadfastly accumulated
very astute in this observation.
over time, was absent in my life until age
28.
It is only in the last 4-5 years that I have
really been able to crystallise myself in
At this time I found myself on the streets mind body and spirit. From this position I
and homeless with not many people in my can now be more steadfast in my decisions,
life who I could genuinely call a friend. That more grounded in my understanding of the
is a long and oft times very dark story and I
purpose with which I take every stride
will not go too deeply into it now, however I forward as a fully mature man and to always

hold a vision of the future in my mind that i
would be proud to leave to my descendants.

EMAIL FROM TWITTER

As I write this it is new years day 2021, as
of right now I have several irons in the fire
and I have committed myself to achieving
many things in the coming months and
years. For some of these things the time is
perfect and the momentum of history is, at
this stage, an inexorable force.
For other things I know it will take more
time, effort and resources however I am
confident that now there is no goal I cannot
achieve nor destination to which I cannot
arrive. I have made a Solomon vow to seize
the future and shape it as a see fit, always
with the lives of those we hold dear held
firmly in our hearts and minds.

Hello,

After further review, we have
unsuspended your account as it does
There has never been a time so pregnant
not appear to be in violation of
with potential as the times we exist in
the Twitter Rules.

today. That is a fact I revel in everyday, the
gratitude for that fact alone has filled my
life with so many other things and people to
be grateful for that I can no longer deny
that the path I now walk is the righteous
one.

Your account is now unsuspended.
We appreciate your patience and
apologize for any inconvenience.

MICHAEL WOLFSDEN

Please note that it may take 24-48
hours for your follower and following
numbers to return to normal.
Thanks,
Twitter
https://twitter.com/i/status/134941982882682
8804

Twitter admitting that as a openly
fascist organisation we are breaking
none of their terms and conditions

CHAPTER 3 PART 12
FASCIST SUMMER CAMPS 1933 - 1939
One interesting aspect of the British Union
of Fascists is that they held summer camps
in Sussex which accommodated up to 1500
fascists and families and on occasion were
exclusive to the Women's Section and at
other times to the British Union Youth
Movement.

Lastly, "there was a desire to provide a
holiday in the sun by the sea at an
affordable price for thousands of poorer
Blackshirt families. Mostly, these came from
working class districts and would not
otherwise have been able to afford the
where-with-all for a change of scenery from
the grey industrial slums that were their
daily lot."4

In 1936, the holiday camp was held at
The function of getting so many Blackshirts Pagham, adjacent to the property of the
and families together was to enjoy camping Minister of War, Duff Cooper. Cooper wasn't
and swimming in the sea, games, tug-of- home but it would have been an interesting
war, exercise, singing, campfires, and to sight for Cooper looking over his fence at a
march through adjacent towns to show the thousand Blackshirts who wanted peace
flag as a propaganda exercise.
while he was planning for war.
"Right from the start the Blackshirt top
The Blackshirt and Action newspapers
brass understood that there was a lot to be
carried advertisements for the Summer
gained from holding Summer Camps for Camps. On the following page is an excerpt
members."1
from the Blackshirt.
"A period of time spent with so many
kindred spirits could be expected to uplift
the faithful no end. It had been observed
that after attending mass meetings lasting a
couple of hours, members were instilled
with renewed enthusiasm for the cause that
would last for months. [...] There was a
sense of communion with the hundreds of
Blackshirts present, all meeting for the first
time. It proved that you weren't just one
lone disciple crying in the wilderness. There
were thousands like you out there from all
over Britain, all thinking the same
thoughts."2
"The camps usually lasted for up to two
months and the cost per person could be up
to 2 guineas for a week."3 This contributed
to funding the British Union. The camp held
in July 1937, and by August had over 1000
members attending, could have brought in
₤10,000 of income.
1Blackshirts on Sea. By J.A. Booker. Published by
Brockinday Publications, 1999. Page 13.
2Ibid. Page 13.
3Ibid. Page 13.

FASCIST HOLIDAYS5

1937 SUMMER CAMP AT SELSEY6

4Ibid. Page 13.
5Blackshirts on Sea. By J.A. Booker. Published by
Brockinday Publications, 1999. Page 14.
6Ibid. Page 80

Department).
For what today is thought to have been an
anti-Semitic British Union, there were a
significant number of Blackshirt Jews in the
organization until 1935.

This is the northern end of the camp with
its First World War bell tents in abundance.
On occasion camps were held in Scotland
and the camps continued up to 1950 under
Mosley's Union Movement.
SIR OSWALD MOSLEY AND HIS OFFICERS

William Joyce, would be fired from the
B.U.F. in 1937, and escape arrest in 1939, to
go to Germany. There he became the
infamous Lord Haw-Haw of "Germany
Calling" fame. He was hanged as a traitor, 3
January, 1946, at His Majesty's Prison
Wandsworth. As an American, he couldn't be
accused of treason against Britain but on
the minor technicality that he had used a
fake British passport to go to Germany, he
was condemned to death. During the war he
had 18 million listeners in Britain versus the
BBC`s 24 million.
MOSLEY AND FOUR MEMBERS OF HIS STAFF

Back Row - left to right: John H. Hone, Jack
E. M. Atherley, John Thompson, Richard A.
Plathen, Robert Gordon Canning, John W.
Beckett (former Labour MP, editor of the
Action newspaper, and a Jewish Blackshirt),
Bryan D. E. Donovan, Lt. Col. Charles S.
Sharpe, William Leaper (also a Jewish
Blackshirt).
Front Row - left to right: Alexander Raven
To Mosley's right is Ian Hope Dundas, the
Chief of Staff of the British Union of
Thomson (former communist, he was the
Director of Party Policy), Eric HamiltonFascists. Note no armbands are in use and
Piercy (Chief of the Defence Force), Ian each of the four has his Type 1 fasces party
Hope Dundas (Chief of Staff), Oswald Mosley membership badge on his chest. All four
appear to have a flash above their party
(The Leader), Neil L. M. Francis- Hawkins
(Adjutant Defence Force London), Wilfred badges indicating that they are Company
Officers if lemon yellow or Deputy
Risdon (a former staff officer of the
Northwest B.U.F. Headquarters), William
Administrative Officers if white.
Joyce (Head of the Propaganda

National Organiser – effectively the party’s
deputy leader.
After his place of work was exposed
by Sunday Times journalists in 1988, Richard
lost his job with Cable & Wireless but the
WITH THANKS TO HERITAGE AND DESTINY
company was forced to pay him a financial
MAGAZINE
settlement as he had done nothing to
warrant dismissal. With this money Richard
purchased a bookshop in Welling, SE
Heritage and Destiny is very sad to
London, which became the famous BNP
announce the death of our loyal friend,
bookshop/headquarters.
steadfast racial nationalist and campaigner
for historical truth Richard Edmonds, who
died this morning at his home in Sutton,
South London, aged 77. He had been
seriously ill with heart problems in recent
weeks.

RICHARD EDMONDS
RIP

Richard was the backbone of British racial
nationalism. A true Englishman but no Little
Englander, much of Richard’s political
energy was directed by his insight that
Richard Edmonds campaigning for the
historical truth was a prerequisite for
National Front in Eltham, SE London
political progress, and that the traducing of
Richard lived above the shop at Upper
Germany for the past 75 years meant the
Wickham Lane. Those were times when
shackling of the White Race worldwide.
physical attacks by violent anti-fascists
Indeed he came to believe that unless the
were an expected part of life for active
edifice of lies about the Second World War
nationalists,
and Richard was one of the
is consistently and courageously challenged,
prime targets. A letter bomb exploded at
as he put it to Prof. Robert Faurisson’s
the premises in 1994, and the ongoing
translator and assistant Guillaume Nichols a
few years ago: “Everything else is a waste enquiry into Metropolitan Police undercover
operations is expected to reveal further
of time.”
This entailed travelling to address rallies in details of how state operatives targeted
both the BNP HQ and its opponents.
Germany and France as well as tireless
It was a tribute to Richard Edmonds that the
activism in the UK. Richard joined the
National Front soon after the Uxbridge by- state and ‘antifascists’ combined to set him
election of 1972, which confirmed that the up for several months imprisonment at a
NF was a serious organisation worth the crucial moment in late 1993 and early 1994.
Three days after the election of Derek
dedication and sacrifice that meaningful
Beackon – the first BNP councillor – in
activism would require.
September 1993, Richard was falsely
He soon became party organiser in the
identified and arrested at a BNP event in
racial battleground of Lewisham and a
Brick Lane, East London. During his months
member of the NF Directorate. In the
on remand, state operatives advanced their
complicated internal politics of British
plan to disrupt and divide the party.
nationalism, Richard was a consistent and
During the 1980s and 1990s Richard was the
loyal supporter of John Tyndall, NF
main distributor of Holocaust News, a
chairman during the party’s best years. He
tabloid-style popular introduction to
became a founder member of the New
historical revisionism that reached a
National Front and its successor the British
National Party under JT’s leadership from worldwide audience. He was always ready
to travel across Europe to campaign for
1982 to 1999, for most of those years as
truth and justice, including the trial of

David Irving in Vienna, the release of Ernst
Zündel in Mannheim, and demonstrations in
support of Ursula Haverbeck, Horst Mahler
and Sylvia Stolz.

Richard Edmonds with fellow speakers at
the 2014 John Tyndall Memorial Meeting
(back left to right) Jez Turner, H&D editor
Mark Cotterill, Simon Sheppard and Ken
Shapcott; (front left to right) former MEP
Andrew Brons, Richard Edmonds, Keith
Axon, Jim Lewthwaite, H&D assistant
editor Peter Rushton and Alex Davies.

attackers were Black, and 85% of the
victims were White.
Had he lived, Richard would again have
been a National Front candidate at the
Greater London Assembly elections,
postponed from May this year to May 2021.

R

ichard Edmonds addresses the NF’s antiimmigration demo in Dover, 2015
Richard was unusual in combining active
historical revisionism with tireless electoral In 2018 – alongside Lady Michèle Renouf
activism: first with the NF, then with the
and H&D assistant editor Peter Rushton –
BNP, then back with the NF during the past Richard organised and spoke at a revisionist
decade, when he again served on the
conference in Shepperton, West London,
Directorate. Despite the ever-changing
which turned out to be the final speech by
fortunes of nationalist parties, Richard was the great revisionist scholar Prof. Robert
always prepared to travel to support branch Faurisson. Earlier that year he had been a
activists, whether their meeting numbered scheduled guest speaker at the February
a dozen or several hundred.
2018 Dresden commemoration where Lady
At the 1992 General Election, Richard
Renouf was arrested. The text of the speech
achieved the BNP’s best result that year – he would have given that day was published
1,310 votes (3.6%) in Bethnal Green &
by H&D here.
Stepney; while in October 1974 he polled
Richard paid tribute to Lady Renouf’s
1,731 votes (4.5%) in Deptford. It was in courage in Dresden that day. Following her
Clifton Rise, Deptford, that NF marchers victory over the German prosecutors a few
assembled for what became known as the weeks ago, Richard wrote: “Brilliant. You
Battle of Lewisham on 13th August 1977.
faced the music, Michèle and you won.
As the NF’s Lewisham organiser, Richard
Wonderful.”
knew the stakes, telling the press that the At the 2019 NF Remembrance Day march to
party did not recognise any “no go areas”:
the Cenotaph, Richard completed a
“Clifton Rise is part of Britain, and we will
remarkable trek across Europe. Having
march anywhere in Britain. This march is
spoken at a rally in Germany on the
deliberately provocative. We are standing Saturday, supporting the jailed revisionist
up for White people.”
Ursula Haverbeck, he made it back to
Richard and the NF publicised an official
London in time to address the NF’s postpolice survey of street crime in South
Cenotaph rally just off Whitehall the next
London which showed that 80% of the
day!

Khrushchev's Message
61 years ago
"Your children's children will live under
communism, You Americans are so gullible.
No, you won't accept communism outright;
but we will keep feeding you small doses of
socialism until you will finally wake up and
find you already have Communism. We will
not have to fight you; We will so weaken
your economy, until you will fall like
overripe fruit into our hands." "The
democracy will cease to exist when you
take
away from those who are willing to
Richard Edmonds with megaphone
work and give to those who would not."
addressing a demonstration outside the
Remember,
socialism leads to Communism.
German Embassy in London, calling for the
release of jailed revisionist publisher Ernst So, how do you create a Socialistic State?
There are 8 levels of control;
Zündel
1)
Healthcare - Control healthcare and
Very rarely for an Englishman, Richard was
you control the people. 2) Poverty able to address a French audience in French
Increase the poverty level as high as
and a German audience in German! In
possible, poor people are easier to control
January 2020 he spoke in Vichy at the
and will not fight back if you are providing
conference marking what would have been
everything for them. 3) Debt - Increase the
Prof. Robert Faurisson’s 91st birthday,
debt to an unsustainable level. That way
delivering the Robert Faurisson International
you are able to increase taxes, and this will
Prize to exiled French scholar Vincent
produce more poverty. 4) Gun Control Reynouard, and he was planning to record
Remove the ability to defend themselves
an update to his highly informative video
from the Government That way you are able
made at the spot in Westminster where
to create a police state. 5) Welfare - Take
Zionist lobbyists plan to build a gigantic
control of every aspect (food, housing,
‘Holocaust memorial’. Our commentary on
income) of their lives because that will
this memorial (still being opposed at a
make them fully dependent on the
planning enquiry) will continue Richard’s
government. 6) Education - Take control of
work for posterity.
what people read and listen to and take
The day before his death, Richard
control of what children learn in school. 7)
completed translation of a Yuletide poem by
Religion - Remove the belief in God from
the German patriot and attorney Wolfram
the Government and schools because the
Nahrath, renowned for his defence of
people need to believe in ONLY the
political clients including Monika Schaefer,
government knowing what is best for the
Ursula Haverbeck, Horst Mahler, Bishop
people. 8) Class Warfare - Divide the people
Richard Williamson and Lady Michèle
into the wealthy and the poor. Eliminate the
Renouf.
middle class This will cause more discontent
Here at H&D we knew Richard Edmonds as a
and it will be easier to tax the wealthy with
loyal friend – but he was more than just a
the support of the poor A perfect parallel to
friend to us, he was a loyal friend of the
the Democrat agenda!!!! HOPE YOU’LL PASS
British people and of the broader White
THIS ALONG
cause.
We had a comrade, you will find no better.

New British Union
office needs your help

How we operate

As members will know, the New British
When a member joins they fill in the online
Union has been under constant attack since
form and send to NBU Office
first forming in 2012. Our opponents will not The new member ticks a box if they wish to
stop. Nor must we.
help with the work of NBU
All new members are registered on office
To date they have succeeded in getting the
database (email addresses only)
party’s PayPal account closed, the new
Only those that have ticked the box to be
donorbox account, Facebook page, YouTube
active are passed to National/Regional
channel all shutdown, and banks presently
officers.
refuse to do business with us. This has
interfered with the running of the New On receiving a copy of the joining form with
British Union; and especially interfered with member’s details on officers should make
the office rental itself.
every effort to contact the person.
However, and despite this, on a day-to-day The idea is to build fascist cells of two to
basis the office continues to remain a great five people in as many places as possible.
success. It has allowed us to increase New We do not want to build branches or large
British Union membership and literature.
groups that become talking shops.
The office has also allowed the New British
Education of the general public is
Union to store and secure far more valuable paramount, stickers, flyers, banners anyway
resources and property: such as computers, to get NBU logo into the public eye is our
printers, banners, flags and posters.
main concern at this time, let people know
where they can find information. Remember
To this end then the New British Union
Knowledge is power!
would ask its members and supporters to
consider setting up a monthly debit of
The important action is that cells should try
£10.00.
to center around a member willing to stand
in Parish/local elections as independent
Sort code 09-01-29
candidates and help get them elected. All
Account number 26438566
regional officers should stand themselves if
possible.
This to secure the rent for the office so
that, together, we might carry on the
Remember that for every member who
struggle and fight.
wants to be active ten, if not more, do not.
So even if you have only had a few contacts
Or you can donate direct here
forwarded to you there will be many more
supporters in your area that may become
active if they see others leading the way.

https://newbritishunion.co.u
k/Welcome/news.html

